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The

HILLS
Are
ALIVE
There’s no better place to
celebrate the winter solstice than
where it all began:
ST. MORITZ, SWITZERLAND
BY ADAM PITLUK
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to evaluate your standard Griswold family vacation, take
a rain check on Walley World and make it decidedly more
luxurious. And as winter luxury goes, the next level involves
an international flight and a picturesque, meandering train
ride that disembarks in the place where winter tourism
was born 150 years ago.
For legend has it that here, in the snowy cradle of the
Swiss Alps, a Swiss hotelier bet four Englishmen that even
in the winter, they’d be able to enjoy themselves or he’d
cover their travel costs. And if wintertime in St. Moritz,
Switzerland, did appeal to them, then the Englishmen
were welcome to stay as long as they wanted. The Englishmen accepted the bet and returned to St. Moritz around
Christmastime, 1864. They didn’t leave until after Easter.
And with that, winter tourism was born.

T

his is precisely what I’m in search of as I gather my
brood and prepare them for their first National Pitluk’s
European Vacation. I have Clark Griswold on my brain as
I pack our bags for the frozen tundra of the Swiss Alps.
My daughters have several layers tightly rolled up for
each of the seven days we’ll be there, and my wife has
two different winter coats. We’re Texans, you see, and
although our family trees originally took root in snowy
climates, we’ve been sun-baking for more than a decade,
and our blood is thin and weak. The idea of Switzerland
in the winter sounds just plain cold.
I couldn’t have been more Griswold.
We arrive in Zurich, an anomaly of a city in that it has
old-world baroque, classic and neoclassic architecture
living in perfect harmony with contemporary cathedrals
of glass and steel. It’s a metropolis that could serve as a
vacation destination in its own right, but we have a timetable to keep, and this is Switzerland, where punctuality
is to be observed with the utmost Swiss precision. Zurich
will have to wait.
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From the airport, we catch a transfer to Swiss Rail,
where we take the train from Zurich to Chur, the oldest
town in Switzerland (dating back to 3900 B.C.). Then we
board the Glacier Express train to St. Moritz.
Although the first Swiss settlement was established
some 400 years before Jamestown in the United States,
the Rocky Mountains are about 77 million years older
than the Swiss Alps, thereby making them more jagged
and less hospitable for human settlement. Being a younger
mountain range, the Alps sprouted villages over the last
several hundred years, and the winding Glacier Express
allows panoramic views as well as overhead ones, thanks
to glass ceilings. It’s the perfect way for a family to truly
appreciate the majesty and grandeur of a country defined
by its mountains. Locals and tourists alike on the train are
intellectually savvy, geographically worldly, multilingual
and smartly dressed.
It’s the dressing part that puts me at a competitive
disadvantage.
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the Pitluks,
dressed like it’s colder
than it really is
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FROM TOP: St. Moritz; a
train goes through the
Gornergrat ridge in the
Swiss Alps; a dish by
Chef Reto Mathis
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With snow falling on cedars all around,
and with the planning of your annual ski
trip swinging in the balance, it’s time
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I have Clark
Griswold on my brain
as I pack our bags
for the frozen tundra
of the Swiss Alps.

also an all-too-noticeable juxtaposition between our
current attire/luggage and the soft yellow of a winter sun
set against a robin’s-egg blue Swiss sky. In fact, the lack of
clouds serves to cast Hunkeler in a sparkling light, and if
I were to look closer, I would most certainly see a golden
corona around him.
Hunkeler is the general manager of the Kulm Hotel St. Moritz, the location of that meeting between the
s the Glacier Express grinds to a halt at St. Swiss hotelier and the English gentlemen more than 150
Moritz’s Rhaetian Railway station, our train through years ago. Widely accredited with having been the literal
historic Alpine settlements quite literally delivers us to birthplace of winter tourism, the Kulm was also the host
the turn-of-the-century Belle Époque period of Europe, of the 1928 and 1948 Winter Olympics, which were held
defined by regional and economic peace and prosperity. — literally — on the hotel grounds.
The conductors and railway hands look as though they are
Perched atop a hillside, the Kulm Hotel has been standthe living embodiment of 1900 Switzerland. It is only when ing sentry over St. Moritz and offering guests panoramic
mountain views, as well as
we meet Heinz E. Hunkeler
stunning Lake St. Moritz
that the 21st-century cosmoviews, for all this time. The
politan nature of St. Moritz
unparalleled amenities and
presents itself.
ZURICH
hospitality that the hotel
“Guten Tag, Pitluk famis known for serve as true
ily,” he announces as we
luxuries during our stay.
disembark with multiple
CHUR
Hunkeler and his staff do a
suitcases of Nordic gear.
fantastic job welcoming us
“Welcome to St. Moritz. As
ST.
GENEVA
— and all the other internayou can see, we prepared the
MORITZ
tional guests who choose to
weather for your comfort.” A
fine icebreaker indeed, but
spend their vacations in this

FROM LEFT : a gondola to
the top; rejuvenating at
the Kulm Hotel Spa &
Wellness center
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location, just a snowball’s throw from the Italian border
— with a history lesson of the hotel and of its older sister
property, the neighboring Grand Hotel Kronenhof in
Pontresina, which opened in 1848. But truthfully, he
doesn’t have to. The hotel speaks for itself.

“D

addy, I’m hot,” my 6-year-old, Lilly, proclaims as I layer her up like a teddy bear wrapped in a
marshmallow. Not to let her be the only overdressed Pitluk,
my other daughter, Maddy, has about 10 pounds of clothes
on her, my wife, Kimberly, has another 10 (including extra
layers if it’s even colder at the top of the mountain), and
I’m dripping with sweat as I walk through the east wing
of the hotel, dressed for the coldest of Rocky Mountain
winters, to the waiting shuttle.
“I know, honey, but you’ll thank me later when you get
up on the mountain and feel that winter wind.”
I’m thinking about peeling off some layers myself, but
this is early March in the Swiss Alps. I assume that it’ll
be bone-chilling cold, like in the Rockies, as we take the

hotel’s van to the Chantarella funicular, a cross between
a train and a mountain goat, which delivers skiers to the
base of St. Moritz’s celebrated slopes. Only it’s quite warm,
and we are indeed the overpacked, standout Griswolds
on this mountain.
Had I studied my history closer before arriving, I would
have learned that part of the bet 150 years ago between the
Swiss hotelier and the Englishmen was that the queen’s
subjects would be able to enjoy the St. Moritz winters,
“in their shirt sleeves, sitting on his hotel terrace.” As it
stands, tourists have known about St. Moritz’s pleasant
winter climate for over a century and a half. This Griswold
not only overpacked, but he packed poorly.
The folks in Switzerland, however, are more than accommodating and didn’t make me feel bad about my error.
Perhaps it’s because they still wear iridescent boilersuits
and use skinny, 7-foot-long rocket skis that they don’t
judge a visitor on his appearance, or perhaps they are just
that progressive to overlook a fashion faux pas like me.
Whatever the case, no one says a word.
Kimberly and the girls are in good hands at the St. Moritz
Ski School, the oldest and largest in Switzerland (originated
in 1929). Ski instructor Marcus Brachs holds Kimberly’s

Swiss Family Vacation (Children Optional)
If you visit Zurich and St. Moritz, here’s your quick
guide on where to stay, eat and shop. (After all, you
can’t leave Switzerland without buying a watch.)
S T AY

The Kulm Hotel St. Moritz q
The Kulm Hotel St. Moritz, nestled in the heart of the city, has
173 plush rooms and suites, a gorgeous on-site spa and some
of the best skiing in Switzerland. Rooms start at $350. KULM.COM
Grand Hotel Kronenhof Pontresina
Like its sister property above, the Grand Hotel Kronenhof
Pontresina is a family-friendly, luxury retreat with 113 rooms
and suites outfitted in pastel tones with stunning views of the
mountains. Rooms start at $400. KRONENHOF.COM
Widder Hotel, Zurich
Nine historic townhomes make up the Widder Hotel; the
carefully restored rooms and suites offer a blend of antique
furnishings and modern design near shops and restaurants in
Zurich. Rooms start at $500. WIDDERHOTEL.CH
DINE

The Mathis Experiencep
Chef Reto Mathis has created a culinary empire around his
homeland of Switzerland, and for good reason: His creative
dishes and caviar specialties are some of the best in the country. MATHISFOOD.CH
SHOP

Berkowitsch Jewelers
Berkowitsch Jewelers, an institution since 1917, has a unique
collection of handcrafted jewelry. If you can’t find what you’re
looking for, don’t worry: They will custom-make it for you.
BERKOWITSCH.CH
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T

he sun seems to precede our train ride to Zurich as
we start the long march back to the States. With only one
day left before we fly back to the deep thaw in the U.S., we
check into Zurich’s trendy Widder Hotel — an unassuming
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complex of nine former townhomes from the outside with a
glass-and-steel conglomeration
of an interior — for one last Swiss
experience.
Right away, we’re treated to
yet more progressively trusting
European culture. Our hotel
room, A15, has a giant floor-toceiling painting depicting a scene
from Roman history. It’s out
there in the open and the inclination is to touch it, as the color
scheme and unique detail look
museumesque, but it’s not hiding behind 12 layers of glass.
“That’s an amazing knockoff,” Kimberly declares as
we study it.
“I’m not so sure it’s a knockoff,” I say, as this just screams
authenticity.
A quick call down to the concierge confirms that we’re
looking at an authentic painting by Conrad Meyer, completed sometime in the mid-1600s. It was the perfect
representation of Zurich; it was the perfect representation
of Switzerland. Nowhere else in Europe so seamlessly
marries contemporary sensibilities with the allure of
antiquity. Next time we come, I’ll pack us appropriately.
But even if I don’t, I know we’ll most thoroughly enjoy
our vacation. Don’t believe me?
Wanna bet? CL

The Kulm Hotel
St. Moritz

PHOTO GIAN ANDRI GIOVANOLI

It’s quite warm,
and we are indeed
the overpacked,
standout
Griswolds on this
mountain.

attention as much with his rugged good looks as with his skiing
prowess, and Andrea Pedrazzetti
makes sure my daughters are in
fine spirits and enjoying their
Alpine holiday. Truth be told,
Pedrazzetti has the same effect
on Maddy that Brachs has on
my wife, not only drawing her
undivided attention, but also
becoming her first crush.
As for me, I am given a lesson in the Swiss equivalent of a
biathlon (skiing and cooking) by
Reto Mathis, a St. Moritz local and the owner/head chef
of La Marmite, the best restaurant in — dare I say — all
of Switzerland. Located at 8,156 feet, the views, coupled
with the food, make your afternoon seem like it is forged
on a Swiss Miss cocoa packet.
“This is my favorite place to ski, and I’ve skied all over,”
Mathis says. “My customers share that sentiment when
they visit. This experience only happens here in St. Moritz.”
He speaks the truth. By far, this is the most impressive
experience of our lives.

ADAM PITLUK IS THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF AMERICAN WAY MAGAZINE.
HE IS THE AUTHOR OF STANDING EIGHT AND DAMNED TO ETERNITY.
ADAM HOPES TO BRING HIS OVERDRESSED FAMILY TO A CITY NEAR YOU.
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